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Abstract

Mild repetitive traumatic brain injury (rTBI) induces chronic behavioral and cognitive alterations and increases the risk

for dementia. Currently, there are no therapeutic strategies to prevent or mitigate chronic deficits associated with rTBI.

Previously we developed an animal model of rTBI that recapitulates the cognitive and behavioral deficits observed in

humans. We now report that rTBI results in an increase in risk-taking behavior in male but not female mice. This

behavioral phenotype is associated with chronic activation of the integrated stress response and cell-specific synaptic

alterations in the type A subtype of layer V pyramidal neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex. Strikingly, by briefly

treating animals weeks after injury with ISRIB, a selective inhibitor of the integrated stress response (ISR), we (1) relieve

ISR activation, (2) reverse the increased risk-taking behavioral phenotype and maintain this reversal, and (3) restore cell-

specific synaptic function in the affected mice. Our results indicate that targeting the ISR even at late time points after

injury can permanently reverse behavioral changes. As such, pharmacological inhibition of the ISR emerges as a promising

avenue to combat rTBI-induced behavioral dysfunction.

Keywords: integrated stress response; prefrontal cortex; repetitive mild traumatic brain injury; risk-taking behavior;

synaptic function

Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a growing health problem.

Approximately five million Americans are living with a TBI

related disability,1–4 and even mild TBI can elicit chronic cogni-

tive dysfunction and functional limitation.2,3,5 Further, a previous

TBI increases the risk for additional TBI,6–8 making it impera-

tive to understand the potential compounding effects of repetitive

trauma. Rising concern for repetitive head trauma has led to an

increase in studies of concussive and subconcussive injuries

(reviewed in 9,10). While there is still debate as to the severity

of symptoms, the majority of studies report poorer cognitive

and behavioral outcomes in individuals after multiple mild head

traumas.9–11 Specifically, increased risk-taking behavior and dis-

inhibited symptoms are often reported by individuals who have had

mild single or repetitive traumatic brain injury (rTBI).12–17 Despite the

increased interest in understanding the long-term consequences of

rTBI, little is known about the underlying cellular and functional

correlates responsible for these maladaptive behavioral and cognitive

changes. With no identified mechanisms, there are no pharmacolog-

ical treatment options for individuals with rTBI-induced deficits.

The integrated stress response (ISR) is a universal cellular

pathway that serves to cope with different cellular stressors,18 and it

is induced after a single TBI.19– 21 In mammals, activation of the

ISR modulates protein translation through the phosphorylation of a

single serine on the a subunit of the translation initiation factor

eIF2, which leads to a reduction in global protein translation.22,23 A

select number of proteins are up-regulated with ISR activation in-

cluding the b-site APP-cleaving enzyme 1 (BACE1)24–27 and ac-

tivating transcription factor 4 (ATF4).28,29 Chronic ISR activation

creates maladaptive cellular and functional changes including

cognitive decline.19,30–32

It is not known whether mild rTBI induces ISR activation and

whether it plays a role in behavioral changes and the associated

neuronal dysfunction in the prefrontal cortex. Recently, we dis-

covered a potent non-toxic ISR inhibitor (ISRIB)33–35 that reverses

cognitive deficits resulting from single impact TBI. When admin-

istered weeks after injury, ISRIB treatment reversed memory
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deficits in two distinct focal and diffuse TBI rodent models19

Further, ISRIB reversed trauma-induced suppression in hippo-

campal long-term potentiation. These findings lay the foundation

for targeting the ISR for reversal of trauma-induced behavioral

changes in the prefrontal cortex.

Recently we developed a pre-clinical rodent model to investi-

gate cognitive and behavioral outcomes associated with rTBI.36 In

this model, animals receive a mild impact to the head daily for

five days. When we investigated behavioral (risk-taking and social

behaviors) and cognitive performance (episodic and working memo-

ry), we found behavioral impairments in animals that received five

mild impacts. This is in line with other studies of rTBI in rodent

models38,39 and corresponds with patient reported outcomes after

rTBI.12–15 Our previous studies did not measure significant changes

in the intrinsic excitability of layer V (L5) pyramidal neurons in

the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), a brain region vital for inte-

gration of these complex behaviors.41,43

In the current study, we evaluate excitatory synaptic input in

L5 pyramidal neurons and explicitly assess function by neuronal

subtype, because divergent patterns of synaptic input have been

reported in L5 pyramidal neuron subtypes.41 Specifically, we ana-

lyze the two subtypes of L5 pyramidal neurons that project

subcortically (‘‘type A’’) or callosally to other cortical locations

(‘‘type B’’).41 Finally, we investigate whether ISR activation plays

a role in these deficits and whether ISRIB treatment can reverse

behavioral and cellular changes associated with rTBI.

Methods

Animals

All experiments were conducted in accordance with National
Institutes of Health (NIH) Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of the University of California, San Francisco
(AN170302). Male and female C57B6/J wild-type mice were re-
ceived from Jackson Laboratories. Male animals were 8–10 weeks
of age at the time of surgeries. Female animals were 10 weeks of
age at the time of surgery to ensure full sexual maturity. Animal
shipments were received at least one week before the start of
experimentation to allow animals to habituate to the new surround-
ings. Mice were group housed in environmentally controlled condi-
tions with a reverse light cycle (12:12 h light: dark cycle at 21 – 1�C;
*50% humidity) and provided food and water ad libitum.

Surgical procedure

All animals were assigned randomly to either TBI or sham
surgery groups. Animals were anesthetized and maintained at 2–
2.5% isoflurane.

Sham with sutures

Sham with sutures was performed as previously described37.
Briefly, animals were secured to a stereotaxic frame with non-
traumatic ear bars. A midline incision was made to expose the skull
and the scalp was sutured.

Sham with no sutures

Sham without sutures was performed as described previously.36

Repetitive mild TBI

The rTBI animals underwent multiple mild closed head injuries
using the CHIMERA (Closed-Head Impact Model of Engineered
Rotational Acceleration) device as reported previously.36,38,39

Briefly, mice were placed supine into an angled holding platform to

ensure the head was level with the piston target hole and that the
impact was centered at the midline dorsal convexity of the skull,
targeting bregma. A nose cone delivering isoflurane was removed
just before impact. The impact was administered with a velocity
range of *3.9–4.5 m/sec, resulting in an impact energy of 0.5 J
from the 5 mm, 50 g piston. The rTBI animals received an injury
once per day for five days with *24 h interval in between impacts.

Focal TBI

Controlled cortical impact (CCI) surgery was performed as de-
scribed previously.19,37,40 Briefly, animals were secured to a ste-
reotaxic frame with non-traumatic ear bars. A midline incision was
made to expose the skull followed by a *3.5-mm diameter cra-
niectomy, a removal of part of the skull, using an electric micro-
drill. The coordinates of the craniectomy were: anteroposterior,
-2.00 mm and mediolateral, +2.00 mm with respect to bregma. Any
animal that experienced excessive bleeding because of disruption
of the dura was removed from the study.

After the craniectomy, the contusion was induced using a 3-mm
convex tip attached to an electromagnetic impactor (Leica). The
contusion depth was set to 0.95 mm from dura with a velocity of
4.0 m/sec sustained for 300 msec. After impact, the scalp was su-
tured. These injury parameters were chosen to target, but not
penetrate, the hippocampus.

Concussive TBI

Closed head injury (CHI) surgery was performed as described
previously.19 Briefly, animals were secured to a stereotaxic frame
with non-traumatic ear bars, and the head of the animal was sup-
ported with foam before injury. Contusion was induced using a 5-
mm convex tip attached to an electromagnetic impactor (Leica) at
the following coordinates: anteroposterior, -1.50 mm and medio-
lateral, 0 mm with respect to bregma. The contusion was produced
with an impact depth of 1 mm from the surface of the skull with a
velocity of 5.0 m/sec sustained for 300 msec. Any animals that had
a fractured skull after injury were excluded from the study. After
impact, the scalp was sutured.

The approximate isoflurane exposure for each procedure is
as follows: *20–25 min for CCI and CHI, *15–25 min for rTBI
(3–5 min per exposure and five exposures total), *20 min for sham
with sutures, *15–25 min for sham without sutures (3–5 min per
exposure and five exposures total). After all surgeries, the animal
recovered in an incubation chamber set to 37�C. Animals were
returned to their home cage after showing normal walking and
grooming behavior. All animals fully recovered from the surgical
procedures as exhibited by normal behavior and weight mainte-
nance monitored throughout the duration of the experiments.

Drug administration

The ISRIB solution was made by dissolving 5 mg ISRIB in 1 mL
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (PanReac AppliChem, 191954.1611).
The solution was heated gently in a 40�C water bath and vortexed
every 30 sec until the solution became clear. Next, 1 mL of Tween
80 (Sigma Aldrich, P8074) was added, solution was heated gently
in a 40�C water bath and vortexed every 30 sec until the solution
became clear. Next, 10 mL of polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG400)
(PanReac AppliChem, 142436.1611) solution was added, heated
gently in a 40�C water bath and vortexed every 30 sec until the
solution became clear. Finally, 36.5 mL of 5% dextrose (Hospira,
RL-3040) was added. The solution was kept at room temperature
throughout the experiment. Each solution was used for injec-
tions up to 7 days maximum. The vehicle solution consisted of the
same chemical composition and concentration (DMSO, Tween 80,
PEG400, and 5% dextrose).

Stock ISRIB solution was at 0.1 mg/mL, but injections were at
2.5 mg/kg. We reported previously that a dose of 2.5 mg/kg
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reversed trauma-induced cognitive decline19 and improved mem-
ory function in healthy animals.33 In addition, we identified that a
minimal dosing paradigm (3–4 treatments) was sufficient for
learning and memory rescue.19

Risk-taking behavioral test

For all behavioral assays, the experimenters were blinded to
surgery and drug intervention. Before behavioral analysis, animals
were inspected for gross motor impairments. Animals were in-
spected for suture healing, whisker loss, limb immobility (including
grip strength), and eye occlusions. If animals displayed any of these
impairments, they were eliminated from the study. Behavioral tests
were recorded and scored using a video tracking and analysis setup
(Ethovision XT 8.5, Noldus Information Technology). If tracking
was unsuccessful, videos were scored by two individuals blinded to
surgery and treatment group.

Risk-taking behavioral phenotype was evaluated using the
Elevated Plus Maze (EPM) between 21–31 days (*one month)
post-injury (counted from the day of the first injury) as described
previously.36 The EPM consists of two exposed, open arms (35 cm)
opposite each other and two enclosed arms (30.5 cm) also across
from each other. The four arms are attached to a center platform
(4.5 cm square), and the entire maze is elevated 40 cm off the floor.
Bright white lights illuminated both ends of the open arm. Mice
were placed individually onto the center of the maze and allowed to
explore the maze for 5 min, and their activity was recorded. The
maze was cleaned with 70% ethanol between animals. Risk-taking
behavior was measured by changes in time spent in the open arms +
center.

No difference in time spent exploring the open arms was ob-
served when comparing the sham animals – sutures and animals –
vehicle injections (Supplementary Table 1); therefore, sham groups
were combined for analysis. No differences in time spent exploring
the open arms were observed when comparing the rTBI – vehicle
injections (Supplementary Table 2); thus, rTBI groups were com-
bined for analysis. Finally, no differences were observed when
comparing animals that were exposed to the EPM once or twice
(with three months in between exposures, Supplementary Table 3).

Western blot analysis

At the end of the behavioral test, animals were sacrificed, and the
hemibrains were extracted and snap frozen on dry ice and then
stored at -80�C. Hemibrains were used for protein analysis because
preliminary analysis found insufficient protein amounts (ATF4,
BACE-1) in isolated brain regions. The frozen samples were then
homogenized with a T 10 basic ULTRA-TURRAX (IKa) in ice-
cold buffer lysis (Cell Signaling 9803) and protease and phospha-
tase inhibitors (Roche). Lysates were sonicated for 3 min and
centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 20 min at 4�C.

Protein concentration in supernatants was determined using
BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce). Equal amount of proteins (30 lg)
was loaded on SDS-PAGE gels. Proteins were transferred onto
0.2 lm PVDF membranes (BioRad) and probed with primary an-
tibodies diluted in Tris-buffered saline supplemented with 0.1%
Tween 20 and 3% bovine serum albumin.

Phospho-eIF2a (Cell Signaling), eIF2a (Cell Signaling, Dan-
vers, MA), BACE-1 (Cell Signaling), ATF4 (Abcam), and b-actin
(Sigma-Aldrich) antibodies were used as primary antibodies. The
horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibodies
(Rockland) were employed to detect immune-reactive bands using
enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL Western Blotting Substrate,
Pierce) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Quantification
of protein bands was performed by densitometry using ImageJ
software.

Phospho-eIF2a was normalized to total eIF2 protein levels. The
ATF4 and BACE-1 levels were normalized to b-actin expression,

and fold change is calculated as the levels relative to the expression
in sham + vehicle-treated derived samples.

Electrophysiology

Coronal brain slices (250 lm) including the mPFC were pre-
pared from mice that underwent rTBI or a sham procedure, 35–60
days prior, as well as mice that underwent rTBI and received an
ISRIB injection at *30 days post-injury. To conserve mice, a sham
group that received an ISRIB injection was not included, because
there was no difference in EPM behavior at 1 month after injury
between sham mice alone compared with sham + ISRIB mice.

Mice were anesthetized with Euthasol (0.1 mL/25 g, Virbac, Fort
Worth, TX, NDC-051311-050-01), and transcardially perfused
with an ice-cold sucrose solution containing (in mM): 210 su-
crose, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 7 MgCl2, 7
dextrose, 1.3 ascorbic acid, 3 sodium pyruvate (bubbled with 95%
O2-5% CO2, pH *7.4) (see Supplementary Table 4 for reagent
information). Mice were then decapitated, and the brain was iso-
lated in the same sucrose solution and cut on a slicing vibratome
(Leica, VT1200S, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Slices
were incubated in a holding solution (composed of (in mM) 125
NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 2 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 10
dextrose, 1.3 ascorbic acid, 3 sodium pyruvate, bubbled with 95%
O2-5% CO2, pH *7.4) at 36�C for 30 min and then at room tem-
perature for at least 30 min until recording.

Whole cell recordings were obtained from these slices in a
submersion chamber with a heated (32–34�C) artificial cerebro-
spinal fluid (aCSF) containing (in mM): 125 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25
NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 dextrose (bubbled
with 95% O2/5% CO2, pH *7.4). Patch pipettes (3–6MO) were
manufactured from filamented borosilicate glass capillaries (Sutter
Instruments, Novato, CA, BF100-58-10) and filled with an intra-
cellular solution containing (in mM): 135 KGluconate, 5 KCl, 10
HEPES, 4 NaCl, 4 MgATP, 0.3 Na3GTP, 7 2K-phosphcreatine,
and 1–2% biocytin. Layer V pyramidal neurons were identified
using infrared microscopy with a 40 · water-immersion objective
(Olympus, Burlingame, CA).

Recordings were made using a Multiclamp 700B (Molecular
Devices, San Jose, CA) amplifier, which was connected to the
computer with a Digidata 1440A ADC (Molecular Devices, San
Jose, CA), and recorded at a sampling rate of 20 kHz with pClamp
software (Molecular Devices). We did not correct for the junction
potential, but access resistance and pipette capacitance were ap-
propriately compensated before each recording.

The passive membrane and active action potential (AP) spik-
ing characteristics were assessed by injection of a series of hy-
perpolarizing and depolarizing current steps with a duration of
250 msec from -250 pA to 700 pA (in increments of 50 pA). The
resting membrane potential was the measured voltage of the cell
5 min after obtaining whole cell configuration without current
injection; this value thus represents the resting potential of the
cell after internal dialysis with the intracellular solution reported
above. A holding current was then applied to maintain the neuron
at *-67 mV before/after current injections. The membrane resis-
tance was determined from the steady-state voltage reached dur-
ing the -50 pA current injection. The time constant was the time
required to reach 63% of the maximum change in voltage for the
-50 pA current injection.

The AP parameters including the half width, threshold, ampli-
tude, and spike afterhyperpolarization (AHP) were measured from
the current injection that was 100 pA above the first current in-
jection that elicited spiking. The AP times were detected by re-
cording the time at which the positive slope of the membrane
potential crossed 0 mV. From the AP times, the instantaneous
frequency for each AP was determined (1/inter spike interval). The
AP rate as a function of current injection was examined by plot-
ting the first instantaneous AP frequency versus current injection
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amplitude. The F/I slope was then determined from the best linear
fit of the positive values of this plot.

The AP or spike threshold was defined as the voltage at which
the third derivative of V (d3V/dt) was maximal just before the AP
peak. The AP amplitude was calculated by measuring the voltage
difference between the peak voltage of the AP and the spike
threshold. The half width of the AP was determined as the duration
of the AP at half the amplitude. The spike AHP was the voltage
difference between the AP threshold and the minimum voltage
before the next AP. The rising and falling slopes of the AP were
the maximum of the first derivative of V between the threshold to
the peak amplitude, and the peak amplitude to the minimum voltage
before the next AP, respectively. The adaptation index of each cell
was the ratio of the last over the first instantaneous firing frequency,
calculated at 250 pA above the current step that first elicited
spiking.

Subthreshold properties indicative of the degree of IH current
were assessed with two parameters: (1) the voltage sag—defined as
the change in voltage between the maximum hyperpolarization and
the steady state potential for the -200 pA current injection; (2) the
rebound afterdepolarization (ADP)—defined as the change in
voltage between the maximum depolarization and the steady state
potential achieved immediately after ending the -200 pA current
injection. Finally, the rebound AHP was measured as the change in
voltage between the maximum hyperpolarization and the steady
state potential achieved immediately after ending the +250 pA
current injection. The sum of these three variables was used as
described previously to categorize pyramidal neurons as type A
(> 6,5 mv) or type B (<6.5 mV)41.

To measure the spontaneous excitatory post-synaptic currents
(sEPSCs), cells were recorded in voltage clamp at a holding po-
tential of -75 mV for 4 min, a holding potential that should have
little inhibitory component given the reversal potential of chloride
with these solutions. Analysis of sEPSCs was performed using
a template matching algorithm in ClampFit 10.7 (Molecular De-
vices, San Jose, CA). The template was created using recordings
from multiple pyramidal cells and included several hundred syn-
aptic events.

Access resistance (Ra) was monitored during recordings, and
recordings were terminated if Ra exceeded 30 megaohms. Only
stable recordings (< 50 pA baseline change) with a low baseline
noise (< 8 pA root mean square) were included. The first 250
synaptic events or all the events measured in the 4 min interval from
each cell were included for analysis. The median frequency and
amplitude for these events was calculated for each cell to compare
between groups.

Statistical analysis

All data were analyzed with GraphPad Prism 8 statistical soft-
ware. Statistical significance between groups for most variables
was determined using a two-tailed t test, one-way analysis of var-
iance (ANOVA), or two-way ANOVA. If data were outside of
the normal distribution as indicated by an alpha <0.01 for both
D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus and Shapiro-Wilk tests, a non-
parametric test was used—specifically, a Kruskal-Wallis test was
used for the electrophysiology parameters. The firing responses
to increasing current injections were analyzed as a repeated mea-
sures two-way ANOVA. The p values below 0.05 were considered
significant.

Results

Repetitive mild TBI increases risk-taking behaviors
in male but not female cohorts

We reported previously that five mild rTBI resulted in increased

risk-taking behaviors in male rodents.36 Here we wanted to deter-

mine whether the changes in risk-taking behavior measured after

rTBI are also observed after other commonly used single injury models

and whether female mice are impaired equally. We compared trauma-

induced behavioral deficits between: (1) five rTBIs,36 (2) a single mild

concussive closed head injury (CHI),19 (3) a moderate, focal injury

model—CCI,19,37,40 and (4) sham surgery in male and female mice.

We evaluated changes in risk-taking behavior approximately

one-month post-injury with the EPM testing paradigm (Fig. 1A). In

the EPM, animals are positioned in the center of a four-arm arena

and allowed to freely explore the maze composed of two dark arms

and two brightly illuminated arms for 5 min. Healthy rodents ex-

plore all the arms but spend the majority of time in the closed arms.42

Increased time spent exploring the open arms denotes increased

risk-taking behavior. When comparing different trauma models,

we found that only male mice that received rTBI spent significantly

more time in the open arms compared with sham control animals

(Fig. 1B).

None of the injury models evaluated impacted risk-taking be-

havior in the female cohorts (Fig. 1C). When comparing male and

female rTBI mice, we measured a significant sex-dependent injury

effect; further, we did not observe differences in the time spent in the

open arms when comparing male and female sham animals. These

results demonstrate that rTBI results in increased risk-taking behavior

in male but not in female mice. Because no deficits were observed

in female mice, we focused on rTBI-induced cellular changes in

male mice.

ISR is activated at one month after rTBI

Aberrant activation of the ISR has been measured acutely and

chronically in different models of TBI.19–21 We investigated whether

mild rTBI induces chronic activation of the ISR by quantifying p-

eIF2a, ATF4, and BACE-1 levels in hemibrain lysates *one month

post-injury (Supplementary Fig. 1). When investigating the impact

of rTBI and ISRIB on p-eIF2a protein expression, we measured a

significant injury ( p < 0.001) and ISRIB effect ( p < 0.01) (Fig. 2A).

Downstream modulators of ISR activation, ATF4 and BACE-1, were

significantly increased when comparing sham and rTBI male mice

(Fig. 2B,C). Importantly, ISRIB administration reversed rTBI-

induced ISR activation and downstream modulators to levels com-

parable to sham animals (Fig. 2). These data indicate that rTBI

triggers a persistent activation of the ISR and that ISRIB can relieve

this activation.

ISRIB reverses rTBI-mediated increased
risk-taking behavior

We demonstrated previously that ISR inhibition with the small

molecule ISRIB can fully reverse trauma-induced hippocampal-

dependent learning and memory deficits.19 Here, we investigated

whether ISR inhibition can reverse the increased risk-taking be-

havior. Male mice received five mild head injuries or sham surgery.

We then assessed risk-taking behavior one month post-injury with

the EPM (Fig. 3A). The evening before EPM (day 30), animals

received intraperitoneal injections of ISRIB (2.5 mg/kg) or vehicle

(Fig. 3A). Quantification of the time spent in the open arms was

indistinguishable when comparing rTBI + ISRIB and sham groups

(Fig. 3B). Notably, a single injection of ISRIB was sufficient to

reverse the rTBI-induced risk-taking phenotype.

Next, we investigated whether ISRIB could permanently reverse

rTBI-induced risk-taking behavior. Animals received two addi-

tional doses of ISRIB, one immediately after EPM (day 31) and one
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the next day (day 32, Fig. 3A—three doses in total19). At *three

months (100 days) post-injury, we measured risk-taking behavior.

No additional doses of ISRIB were administered after the initial

three injections (Fig. 3A). Once again, rTBI + vehicle animals

displayed significant increases in time spent in the open arms of the

EPM (Fig. 3C). Importantly, the three ISRIB injections adminis-

tered *70 days prior reversed long-term rTBI-induced risk-taking

behavior (Fig. 3C). The ISRIB administration also reduced time

spent in the open arms in sham animals. These data demonstrate

that a pulse administration of ISRIB, one month after injury, can

completely reverse the long-lasting risk-taking behavior phenotype

after rTBI.

ISRIB treatment restores cell-specific vulnerability
in type A layer V pyramidal neurons of the mPFC
after rTBI

The mPFC is a brain region implicated in complex behaviors,

including contextual response and risk-taking behavior.43 To in-

vestigate the neurophysiological correlates of risk-taking behavior

after rTBI and ISRIB treatment, we evaluated the intrinsic and

synaptic properties of layer V pyramidal neurons in the mPFC, the

primary output of the microcircuit. Layer V pyramidal neurons

include at least two subtypes, denoted type A and type B, charac-

terized by their morphology, intrinsic ion channel composition, and

FIG. 1. Repetitive mild traumatic brain injury (rTBI) increases risk-taking behaviors in male but not female cohorts. Risk-taking
behavior was measured in the elevated plus maze by increased time spent in the open arms (including center space). Comparison of
three rodent trauma models found that risk-taking behavior was only measured after mild repetitive trauma in male cohorts.
(A) Schematic of the elevated plus maze. (B) Male mice were exposed to either (1) mild rTBI, (2) mild concussive injury-closed head
injury (CHI), (3) moderate focal injury-controlled cortical impact (CCI), or (4) sham surgery; risk-taking behavior was measured
30 days post-injury. Significant increases in time spent in the open arm were measured after rTBI. (C) Female mice were exposed to
either (1) rTBI, (2) CHI, (3) CCI, or (4) sham surgery; risk-taking behavior was measured one month post-injury. No differences in risk-
taking behavior were measured between groups. Two-way analysis of variance measured significant injury ( p < 0.001), sex effects
( p < 0.001), and interaction ( p < 0.001). Tukey post hoc analysis revealed group differences. Individual animal scores represented in
dots; lines depict group mean and standard error of the mean. Color image is available online.

FIG. 2. Integrated stress response (ISR) activation one month after repetitive mild traumatic brain injury (rTBI.) The impact of rTBI
on ISR activation was investigated by Western blot analysis of hemibrain lysates. (A) Mild rTBI induced increases in p-eIF2a protein
levels one month post-injury. The p-eIF2a protein levels normalized to total eIF2a and standardized to sham vehicle group. Two-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant injury ( p < 0.001), and ISR inhibitor (ISRIB) effect ( p < 0.01). The rTBI signif-
icantly increased (B) ATF4 and (C) BACE-1 protein levels. The ISRIB treatment reversed rTBI-induced increases. (B) Two-way
ANOVA revealed a significant injury ( p < 0.001), ISRIB ( p < 0.001) and ISRIB x injury effect ( p < 0.001). Tukey post hoc analysis
revealed differences between groups. (C) Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant injury ( p < 0.05) and ISRIB x injury effect ( p < 0.01).
Tukey post hoc analysis revealed differences between groups. Individual animal scores represented in dots; lines depict group mean and
standard error of the mean. Color image is available online.
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axonal projections to primarily subcortical or other cortical regions,

respectively41 (Fig. 4A, 5A).

We distinguished these layer V neuronal subtypes by their

electrophysiological properties (with prominence of the Ih-induced

parameters in type A neurons including the sag and rebound in

response to hyperpolarization, as well as the afterhyperpolarization

after depolarization), as reported previously.41 We detected no

effect of trauma on the intrinsic excitability of either type A or type

B neurons, similar to our previous results that grouped layer V

neurons together36 (Supplementary Fig. 2 and 3, Supplementary

Tables 5 and 6).

Conversely, we found a cell-specific change in synaptic input

after rTBI. Specifically, type A neurons demonstrated a significant

increase in the frequency of spontaneous excitatory synaptic cur-

rents (sEPSC) after rTBI (Fig. 4B,C) without changes in the am-

plitude of sEPSCs (Fig. 4B,D). Strikingly, a single treatment with

ISRIB *one month after rTBI reversed this synaptic hyperexcit-

ability, decreasing the frequency of synaptic input to sham levels

(Fig. 4B,C). Excitatory synaptic frequency and amplitude did not

change after rTBI or with ISRIB treatment in type B neurons

(Fig. 5).

Discussion

An estimated three million TBIs are reported annually in the

United States. Of the reported cases, 70-90% are considered

mild44 and in anywhere from 10-40% of these individuals. long-

term behavioral and cognitive impairments will develop.45–47

FIG. 3. Small molecule integrated stress response inhibitor, ISRIB, reverses repetitive traumatic brain injury (rTBI) mediated risk-
taking behavior. (A) Experimental Design. Elevated Plus maze was performed at *31 and 100 days post-injury (dpi). The ISRIB
(2.5 mg/kg intraperitoneal) was administered on days 30, 31, and 32 dpi. (B) A single ISRIB dose (2.5 mg/kg intraperitoneal) reversed
trauma-induced risk-taking behavior at one month post-surgery. Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) measures significant injury
( p < 0.001), ISRIB ( p < 0.05), and ISRIB x injury effect ( p < 0.001). Tukey post hoc analysis revealed differences between groups.
(C) Permanent changes in risk-taking behavior were observed at *3 months (100 days) post-injury. Three injections of ISRIB (70 days
prior) completely reversed trauma-induced behavioral changes. Two-way ANOVA measures significant injury ( p < 0.001) and ISRIB
( p < 0.001) effect. Tukey post hoc analysis revealed differences between groups. Individual animal scores represented in dots; lines
depict group mean and standard error of the mean. Color image is available online.
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Often deficits may not initially be observed after a single TBI;

however, additional head injuries can have cumulating effects

including both increased susceptibility to future injury as well as

behavioral and cognitive deficits.6–8 There are no clinically avail-

able therapeutics to treat or even ameliorate the devastating effects

of mild rTBI. In this study, we found that male mice that received a

mild TBI daily for five days (five total) displayed increased risk-

taking behavior measured one and three months later. This be-

havior was specific to both type of trauma and sex of the animal. We

detected no increase in risk-taking behavior in male mice exposed

to other trauma models including a single focal injury and a single

concussive injury without rotational acceleration. Further, female

mice exposed to an identical rTBI paradigm did not display in-

creased risk-taking behavior. This persistent behavioral phenotype

corroborates the long-term maladaptive behavioral effects of rTBI

also observed in humans. At the cellular and functional level, we

found that the risk-taking behavior was associated with increased

activation of the ISR and cell-specific synaptic alterations in the

type A subtype of layer V pyramidal neurons of the mPFC. Im-

portantly, targeting the ISR using the small molecule inhibitor

ISRIB reversed rTBI-induced risk-taking behavior and the asso-

ciated cell-specific deficits in synaptic function. Thus, we have

identified for the first time the effectivity of ISRIB in reversing

chronic behavioral deficits after rTBI along with cell-specific

synaptic dysfunction in the mPFC.

In the general population, men are 40% more likely to have a

TBI.48,49 Studies of female athletes, however, have found that

women have more concussions than men when playing the same

sport,50 making understanding of sex-dimorphic injury responses

critical for a comprehensive appreciation of rTBI pathology. Fur-

ther, a recent review suggested that in *93% of pre-clinical TBI

studies, biological sex as a variable was ignored.51 Here we iden-

tified a different behavioral response to rTBI (five midline impacts)

in male and female mice. Whereas multiple mild traumas resulted

in significant increased risk-taking behavior in male mice, this

maladaptive behavioral response did not develop in female rodents.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate sex-

dimorphic responses at a chronic time point after repetitive TBI.

Only one other group has investigated sex differences acutely after

a unilateral rTBI (three total impacts)—in adolescent rats and

measured increased anxiety-like behavior in both male and female

rats.52,53 The behavioral end-point, number of impacts, or place-

ment of the impact could account for the differences in our read-

outs. Other studies of repetitive head injury replicated this increase

FIG. 4. Cell-specific vulnerability to mild repetitive traumatic brain injury (rTBI) is observed in the prefrontal cortex with an increase
in the frequency of synaptic input in type A layer V pyramidal neurons that is restored after integrated stress response inhibitor (ISRIB)
treatment. (A) Depiction of layer V pyramidal neurons indicating type A being recorded along with representative image of a filled type
A pyramidal neuron overlaying image of patch pipette in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). (B) Representative whole cell voltage-
clamp recordings showing spontaneous excitatory post-synaptic currents (sEPSC) from layer V type A pyramidal neurons from sham
mice (light blue), rTBI mice (dark blue), and rTBI mice treated with ISRIB (red). (C) The sEPSC frequency is increased in the rTBI
neurons compared with both sham and rTBI+ISRIB groups ( p = 0.028 for group effect; Kruskal-Wallis test, *p < 0.05 for post hoc tests
controlling for false discovery rate). (D) The sEPSC amplitude is not significantly different between groups ( p = 0.469 for group effect;
Kruskal-Wallis test). The median frequency or amplitude for each neuron is represented with a symbol; solid lines indicate the median
–95% confidence interval (n = 24, 19, 18 sham, rTBI, rTBI+ISRIB neurons, respectively, from 11 (sham), 7 (rTBI), and 9 (rTBI+ISRIB)
animals/group with 1–4 neurons recorded per animal). Color image is available online.
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in risk-taking phenotype in male mice54-57; however, sex differ-

ences were not evaluated in these previous reports.

Young female athletes are reported to have increased rates of

concussion and more neurological symptoms that last longer com-

pared with male counterparts.58,59 The frequency of global disability

measured in females after work-related concussion, however, was

lower when compared with male cohorts.58 Importantly, superior

executive function measured with the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test

was identified in females compared with males with TBI after con-

trolling for education, ethnicity, and injury severity.61 These studies

suggest that much more research is needed to identify factors af-

fecting vulnerability or resilience to TBI, especially rTBI, in women.

Likewise, the physiology underlying the sex-dimorphic response

to rTBI that we have identified here is unclear. The biophysics of

injury to the mPFC might be different in female mice given their

smaller head size.62 Notably, the volume of the mPFC exhibits

sexual dimorphism in humans63 and inhibitory neuronal subtypes

show striking differences in composition by sex in some brain

regions.64 These differences might contribute to increased vulner-

ability to repetitive brain injury in male mice; however, the exact

mechanism remains to be determined.

The ISR is a universal pathway that responds to a wide array

of cellular stressors. The central regulatory step of the ISR is the

phosphorylation of the a-subunit of eIF2.18,65–67 Phosphorylation

of eIF2a leads to inhibition of general protein synthesis,22,23

with translation of a few select proteins including ATF428,29 and

BACE-1.24–27 Previously, our group and others have identified that

both focal and diffuse head injuries induce phosphorylation of

eIF2a in the brain chronically after injury.19–21 Brief interference

with this pathway using the small-molecule inhibitor ISRIB at

chronic time points completely rescued trauma-induced hippocampal-

dependent learning and memory deficits.19 In this study, we

demonstrated that rTBI results in chronic activation of the ISR,

and ISRIB administration at *one month post-injury signifi-

cantly reduced ATF4 and BACE-1 protein levels to those com-

parable to sham. Further, ISRIB treatment completely reversed

rTBI-induced risk-taking behavior, and this rescue was long-

lasting. Interestingly, while ISRIB treatment had no effect in

sham animals acutely after treatment, we measured a long-term

effect in the elevated plus maze assay at the three month time

point, similar to our previous reports that ISRIB treatment

can improve performance in naı̈ve and sham rodents.19,33–35

Our previous studies have focused on hippocampal-dependent

memory, but risk-taking behavior has been associated with

PFC function.43,68 Taken together, these studies suggest that

ISR intervention strategies can restore and modify not only

FIG. 5. Synaptic input in type B layer V pyramidal neurons in the prefrontal cortex is not affected by mild repetitive traumatic brain
injury (rTBI) or integrated stress response inhibitor (ISRIB) treatment. (A) Depiction of layer V pyramidal neurons indicating type B
being recorded along with representative image of a filled type B pyramidal neuron overlaying image of patch pipette in the medial
prefrontal cortex (mPFC). (B) Representative whole cell voltage-clamp recordings showing spontaneous excitatory post-synaptic
currents (sEPSC) from layer V type B pyramidal neurons from sham mice (light blue), rTBI mice (dark blue), and rTBI mice treated
with ISRIB (red). (C) The sEPSC frequency is not significantly different between groups ( p = 0.664 for group effect; Kruskal-Wallis
test). (D) The sEPSC amplitude is not significantly different between groups ( p = 0.401 for group effect; Kruskal-Wallis test). The
median frequency or amplitude for each neuron is represented with a symbol; solid lines indicate the median –95% confidence interval
(n = 12, 17, 15 sham, rTBI, rTBI+ISRIB neurons, respectively, from 7 (sham), 5 (rTBI), and 8 (rTBI+ISRIB) animals/group with 1–4
neurons recorded per animal). Color image is available online.
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cognitive, but also behavioral changes controlled by diverse

brain regions.

The mPFC integrates complex sensory information and modu-

lates behavioral response69; as such, deficits in mPFC function have

been linked to cognitive and behavioral dysfunction, including risk-

taking behavior.43,68 Here, we demonstrated that an increase in

the frequency of excitatory synaptic input specifically occurs in the

type A layer V pyramidal neuron subtype at chronic time points

after mild rTBI, associated with risk-taking behavior. This is the

first study to examine mPFC function after rTBI, and only one other

study has evaluated synaptic input in the mPFC after a single

moderate TBI. Smith and associates70 identified a prominent in-

crease in the frequency of spontaneous and miniature excitatory

post-synaptic currents and a decrease in the amplitude of inhibi-

tory input in layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons *one week after a sin-

gle lateral fluid percussion injury that was associated with deficits

in working memory. In contrast, layer V neurons did not show

changes in synaptic input, and risk-taking behavior was not eval-

uated. The discrepancy between our studies could be because of

several factors, including a different (and not repetitive) model of

injury, the more subacute rather than chronic timing of their studies,

and/or in particular, the fact that they did not specifically evaluate

layer V neuronal subtypes.

Subtype-specific vulnerability of type A or subcortically pro-

jecting L5 pyramidal neurons has been identified in other animal

models with behavioral deficits, including models of autism,71

suggesting that changes in synaptic input to these neurons might

also directly affect mPFC-mediated behaviors after TBI. Properties

of synaptic input to type A neurons in the mPFC have been hy-

pothesized to be specifically responsive to focal strong input in the

dendritic tree, ultimately providing a salient signal to subcortical

structures.41 Thus, altered synaptic properties in type A neurons

after repetitive injury might be responsible for lack of appreciation

of danger or risk in the animal.

Not only did we identify subtype-specific vulnerability in layer

V after TBI, we notably found that this synaptic hyperexcitability

could be rescued by a single injection of ISRIB at one month after

injury. ISRIB has been found to exert activity-dependent changes

in synaptic function including blocking metabotropic glutamate

receptor-mediated long-term depression in the ventral tegmental

area (VTA) in vitro72 and enhancing cocaine-induced long-term

potentiation in the VTA after in vivo injection.73 In addition, ISRIB

application in vitro has rescued TBI-induced deficits in LTP in the

hippocampus.19 Here, we expand the range of ISRIB treatment

effects to include not only activity-dependent synaptic regulation,

but also a rescue of cell-specific vulnerability in synaptic hyper-

excitability. These intriguing findings suggest that cell-specific

vulnerability, a common feature in neurodegenerative disease and

now identified in rTBI, might be specifically addressed with in-

hibiting cellular stress.

Conclusion

We demonstrated that rTBI leads to a sex-dependent increase in

long-lasting risk-taking behavior in male mice associated with

synaptic hyperexcitability specifically in type A L5 pyramidal

neurons of the mPFC. For the first time, we identified that inhibition

of the integrated stress response with ISRIB rescues a mPFC-

dependent behavioral deficit and the associated cell-specific vul-

nerability. Overall, these results suggest that the ISR pathway may

represent a key target in maladaptive circuit and cognitive func-

tions after injury.
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